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Abstract. There is a large number of complex software systems that have reac-
tive behavior. As for any other software system, reactive systems are subject to
evolution demands. This paper defines a set requirements that must be fulfilled
so that reuse of reactive software systems can be increased. Detailed analysis of a
set of representative languages reveals that these requirements are not completely
fulfilled by the current programming languages and as such reuse of reactive sys-
tems remains a challenge. This paper explains Event Composition Model and its
implementation the EventReactor language, which fulfill the requirements. By
means of an example, the suitability of the EventReactor language in creating
reusable reactive systems is illustrated.

Keywords: reactive system, object-orientation, aspect-orientation, event mod-
ules, reuse anomaly, evolvability.

1 Introduction

Reactive systems are the ones that can respond to external events [1]. Conceptually,
one can assume that a reactive system is composed of a non-reactive part and a reactive
part; the reactive part responds to the event calls that are published by the non- reactive
part. There may be many forms of responses, such as collecting data, filtering data, ver-
ification of certain properties, interpretation, displaying information, taking corrective
measures on the non-reactive part, etc.

As for any other software system, reactive systems are subject to evolution demands.
By the term evolution, we refer to a large set of change request possibilities on an
existing system, such as bug fixes, performance improvement requests, introduction
of new functions, integration with other systems, etc. Generally, in case of evolution
demands, software engineers face correctness and reuse challenges. The correctness
challenges are considered out of scope of this paper; we refer to [2] for more details on
this topic.

This paper focuses on the reuse challenge that is defined as the ability to maximum
reuse of code without unnecessary redefinitions. We consider it a reuse anomaly if the
evolution demands cannot be localized to the relevant parts of the implementation, and
have ripple modification effects on parts of the system that are irrelevant to the demand.
Naturally, there has been a vast amount of publications on reactive systems [3]. For ex-
ample, some publications have focused on the definition and application of patterns and
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architectural styles such as Observer pattern [4], MVC pattern, Publisher-Subscriber
style [5], etc. There have been studies which address the problem of expressive specifi-
cation and efficient implementation of domain specific events, for example for database
updates. Some studies have focused on specific applications of the reactive part for
example for the purpose of visualization. Similarly, there have been extensive studies
on control algorithms and deriving the control calls on the non-reactive part [6]. There
have been publications on some applications of reactive systems and the related archi-
tectures for example for run-time verification and control, fault-tolerant systems. Last
but not least, we want to refer to the studies on reactive systems which have focused on
the linguistic constructs of the programming languages so that reactive systems can be
easily implemented, verified and/or reused [7–9, 3].

In this paper, we refer to this last category of research activities. In particular, we
investigate and research to find answers to the following two questions in relation to the
evolution of reactive systems: a) To which extent the current languages help to avoid
reuse anomalies? b) Which kinds of linguistic abstractions are still needed to avoid
reuse anomalies? To be able to answer these questions, this paper first identifies a set
of reuse and language requirements that must be fulfilled by a language to avoid reuse
anomalies, and then it evaluates a set of representative languages with respect to these
requirements.

This paper discusses the suitability of Event Composition Model [10, 8] to achieve
reusability in structuring reactive systems. Event Composition Model considers events
and the reaction to the events as the core abstractions of computations, and introduces
event module to modularize a set of correlated events and the reactions to these events.
Event Modules have well-defined event-based interfaces, which help to keep event mod-
ules loosely coupled to each other and to other modules. New kinds of events, reactions
and event modules can be programmed, and new compositions of event modules can be
defined by reusing the existing event modules. We discuss the EventReactor language,
which implements Event Composition Model. By means of an example, this paper il-
lustrates that Event Composition Model is suitable in eliminating the reuse anomalies
defined in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a definition of reactive sys-
tems, and outlines the reuse and language requirements that must be fulfilled to avoid
reuse anomalies. Section 3 identifies reuse anomalies in a representative set of lan-
guages. Section 4 explains Event Composition Model. Section 5 discusses the Event-
Reactor language by means of an example, and Section 6 illustrates its suitability in
achieving reusable implementations by means of a set of evolution scenarios. Section 8
explains the compiler of the EventReactor language, and Section 9 outlines the conclu-
sions and future work.

2 Reactive Systems

2.1 Definitions

A reactive system is generally defined as a system that responds to external events [1].
As shown in Figure 1, conceptually, one can assume that a reactive system is composed
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of a non-reactive part and a reactive part, although in implementations such a clear
separation is not always the case.

The reactive part responds to the event calls that are published by the non-reactive
part; there may be many forms of responses, such as collecting data, filtering data, ver-
ification of certain properties, interpretation, displaying information, taking corrective
measures on the non-reactive part, etc. Here the term event refers to any relevant state
change in the execution of the non-reactive part of the system. The exact implemen-
tation of publishing of an event can be various such as direct call, event-propagation
mechanisms as defined in the Observer and Publisher-Subscriber patterns [4], implicit
invocations as in aspect-oriented languages [11], etc. The reactive part accordingly may
regulate the execution of the non-reactive part through control calls. The event and
control calls convey the necessary information between non-reactive and reactive part.

event calls 

control calls co tntroll calllls

Fig. 1. Typical concepts in reactive systems

It is possible to merge the reactive and non-reactive parts within a single code block.
However, in this paper, we are particularly interested in reactive system architectures,
where these parts are organized as separate modules. In the literature of reactive sys-
tems, clear separation of these parts are generally claimed to be necessary. For example,
in control systems, it is desired that the controlling system (reactive part) is separated
from the system being controlled (non-reactive part).

Nowadays, there is a large number of systems with reactive behavior; self-adaptive
systems [12], runtime verification systems [13], and fault-tolerant systems [14] are
examples. Self-adaptive systems can adapt their structure/behavior in response to the
changes in the environment. In these systems, the reactive and the non-reactive part
can correspond to adaptation mechanisms and the system to be adapted, respectively.
In these systems, event calls are means to represent the changes in the environment,
and control calls are means to represent the adaptations that must be performed on the
system. Runtime verification systems check the execution trace of software to reason
about its behavior, for example, to detect the violation of certain security properties.
The system under verification and the system that verifies form the non-reactive and
reactive parts, respectively. The state changes in the system under verification (e.g., in-
vocations on a method, construction of an object) are regarded as event calls; various
actions (e.g. reporting an error) can be performed by the reactive part in case failures are
detected. Fault-tolerant systems usually adopt a similar mechanism as runtime verifica-
tion systems to detect the failures in the non-reactive part, and heal it from the failures.
In these systems, event calls are means for abstracting necessary information from the
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execution trace of software, and control calls are means to heal the software from fail-
ures for example by initializing a recovery action.

The architecture that is shown in Figure 1 is mostly suitable in representing a sin-
gle feedback-loop based control system1. Control systems can be organized in more
complex ways such as peer-to-peer control, distributed control, hierarchical control,
etc. Nevertheless, for now, we consider the architecture shown in the figure sufficient
enough to identify the essential concepts in reactive systems.

2.2 An Illustrative Example: Recoverable Process

In this paper, we particularly focus on fault-tolerant systems as an illustrative case for
reactive systems. We make use of Recoverable Process [15] as an illustrative example,
which aims at making processes fault-tolerant by monitoring the processes to detect
their failures, and by restarting a failed process along with other processes that are
semantically related to it. This technique assumes that after recovery, processes can
continue their normal operation.

Figure 2 is a UML class diagram representing the concerns of Recoverable Process.
AppProcess represents a child process, and has the attributes pid, name, status, init and
kill. The attribute pid is the unique identifier of the child process, which is generated by
the operating system. The attribute name is the developer-specified name of the child
process. The attribute status is the execution state of the child process, which can either
be running, terminated or under-recovery. The attributes init and kill are the methods
that create or kill the child process, respectively. The events initiated and killed, which
are shown as operations in the figure, occur if the child process is created or killed,
respectively.

Parent
ProcessManager

+restart()

RecoveryUnit
-processes
+notify()

AppProcess
- p i d
-name
-status
- i n i t
- k i l l
+initiated()
+killed()

 1

 1..*

restarts

notifies

 *
 1

executes

*1
executes

 *

 1

Fig. 2. The concerns of Recoverable Process

The concern RecoveryUnit represents a group of child processes that must be recov-
ered together. RecoveryUnit detects the failures in the corresponding child processes,

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/control_theory

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/control_theory
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and publishes an event to the concern ProcessManager to inform the failures. Conse-
quently, ProcessManager recovers the corresponding child processes by changing their
status to under-recovery, restarting them by invoking the methods kill and init, and set-
ting their status back to running. The concern Parent represents the parent process of
AppProcess. It creates the child processes, and publishes the event initiated for each of
them.

As depicted in Figure 2, Parent and AppProcess belong to the non-reactive part of
Recoverable Process, where RecoveryUnit and ProcessManager belong to the reactive
part. AppProcess communicates with RecoveryUnit by publishing the event killed. The
invocations on the methods kill and init on AppProcess are control calls that are is-
sued by ProcessManager. The reactive part has a hierarchical architecture, in which
ProcessManager responds to the event calls from RecoveryUnit.

We apply Recoverable Process to an example media-player software to make its pro-
cesses fault-tolerant. An abstract block diagram of the media-player software is shown
in Figure 3. The software is structured around four processes Runner, MPCore, Au-
dio and Video, which execute the modules Main, Core, Libao and Libvo, respectively.
The nesting of blocks shows that the parent process Runner has spawned the other pro-
cesses as children. The arrows in the figure represent the messages that are exchanged
among processes. We would like to apply Recoverable Process for the global recov-
ery of media-player software, i.e. if MPCore is destroyed, MPCore along with Audio
and Video are restarted, because the latter two child processes cannot continue their
operation as well.

MPCore Audio Video MPCore A di Video PCore Audio VideoPCore Audio

Runner 

Process 

Inter-process communication 

Fig. 3. An abstract block diagram of the media-player software

2.3 Language Requirements for Reusable Reactive Systems

Like many software systems, reactive systems are generally subject to continual evo-
lution demands, which may influence various parts of the system. For example, the
media-player application may evolve such that a new child process called UserInterface
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User Interface MPCore Audio Video User Interface MPCore A di Video PCore Audio VideoPCore Audioser Interface M

Runner 

Process 

Inter-process communication 

Fig. 4. An abstract block diagram of the evolved media-player software

is added, which executes the code related to interactions with users. Figure 4 shows the
block diagram of the evolved media-player.

This evolution demands RecoveryUnit and ProcessManager to take the new child
process into account for the global recovery. Likewise, the reactive part may evolve
such that local recovery is supported for the individual child processes UserInterface,
Audio and Video if the are destructed unexpectedly. Local recovery increases the over-
all availability of the media-player application [15], because other child processes can
continue their execution.

Evolution demands may cause the software engineers to deal with both reuse and
correctness challenges. We define the reuse challenge as to be able to maximum reuse
of code without unnecessary redefinitions. A correctness challenge is to assure the cor-
rectness of software systems after the implementation of the new requirements. In this
paper we mainly focus on the reuse challenges. For the correctness challenges of the
evolution of reactive systems, we refer to [2].

The linguistic constructs of the adopted programming language and the chosen im-
plementation technique play an important role in achieving reusability in the imple-
mentations of reactive systems. By referring to the field of control theory and Figure 1,
to eliminate the irrelevant ripple modification effects for each element of the figure, a
language must fulfill the following goals:

– The language must facilitate the evolution of the structure and/or the semantics of
the non-reactive part with minimal impact on event calls, control calls, and the reac-
tive part. Such an evolution may be demanded for example due to new application
requirements, changes in hardware components, improvements in algorithms, etc.

– The language must facilitate the evolution of the event calls for example by in-
troducing new event calls and/or by modifying the existing ones with a minimal
impact on the reactive and the non-reactive part of the software.

– The language must facilitate the evolution of the structure and/or the semantics
of the reactive part with minimal impact on event calls, control calls and the
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non-reactive part. Evolution of the reactive part can be due to new monitoring and
control requirements, improvements in control algorithms, etc.

– The language must facilitate the evolution of control calls with a minimal impact
on the reactive and the non-reactive part of the software.

– The language must facilitate the evolution of the architecture, for example, from
single feedback loop control architecture towards multiple feedback loop architec-
ture, hierarchical architecture, etc.

We consider it a reuse anomaly if the adopted language is not expressive enough
to fulfill the above-mentioned goals. Reuse anomaly causes the implementation of an
evolution demand have ripple modification effects on the parts of the system that are
irrelevant to the evolution demand. In the following, we outline a set of language re-
quirements that we consider necessary to improve the reusability of reactive systems:

– Events: Depending on the application domain, reactive systems may need to deal
with different kinds of events. For example, Recoverable Process shown in Figure 2
is applied to process-related events. More example of events are: an invocation of a
method on an object, calling a function, beginning or ending of a thread of execu-
tion, a success or failure of a verification operation, triggering a diagnosis operation,
committing a recovery action, excessive usage of a resource, excessive increase of
temperature, etc. The kinds of required events are not fixed and cannot be antici-
pated always. This implies that a language must offer suitable means to define new
events of interest and/or flexibly modify the existing ones when necessary. Oth-
erwise, one has to provide workarounds to map the desired events into the set of
events supported in the language; such mappings may increase the complexity of
implementations. For example, although processes are the basic means of structur-
ing operating systems, process-related events may not be directly available to the
application programmers and as such they must be introduced if necessary.

– Event calls: The non-reactive part may consist of various different elements; for
example, it may consist of application modules developed in different languages,
middleware, OS and hardware elements. For instance, in the media-player software
example, the process-related events may be generated by software modules imple-
mented in different languages. It is a common practice for example that the GUI
process is implemented in Java, whereas the other processes are implemented in C.
This implies that event calls may be issued from various different kinds of sources,
and a language must provide means to represent these calls and to receive them.
Otherwise, the usability of the language for implementing various kinds of reac-
tive systems is hindered, and/or one has to provide workarounds to map the desired
event calls to the ones supported by the language. Such workarounds complicates
the implementations.

– Reactive parts: To improve the reusability of reactive parts, we claim that a lan-
guage must fulfill the following two requirements:

• Selection of event calls: The language must offer dedicated constructs to iden-
tify and select the event calls of interest. Since the kinds of events and event
calls cannot be fixed, the offered constructs must be expressive enough to cope
with the diverse set of events and event calls. In addition, the language must
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facilitate defining the specification of event calls of interest separately from the
reactions to them, so that both the specifications and reactions can be reused
independently. For instance, the event calls generated by the child processes
shown in Figure 3 must be processed by Recoverable Process, in case fault
tolerant software is required.

• Reactions to event calls: The language must offer sufficient means to program
the desired reactions to the selected event calls. Since the reactive part of sys-
tems are generally defined as state-machines, it may be desirable to adopt a
domain specific language (DSL) that directly support state-based formalisms.
To support evolution of state machines, the DSL must be equipped with the
suitable abstractions and composition operators. Naturally, to program the re-
active part, other kinds of formalisms and consequently different kinds of DSLs
may be also desirable.

– Control calls: The kinds of necessary control calls are not fixed and cannot be
anticipated always. The language must offer a rich set of interaction possibilities
to implement control calls including event-based communication. For example in
Recoverable Process, the type of control calls depend on the characteristics of
the processes to be recovered, and as such loose coupling among these may be
necessary.

– Architectural constraints: The interactions between the non-reactive and reactive
parts may be constrained in various ways. For example, if both global recovery and
local recovery are applied to the media-player software, it may be necessary to de-
fine architectural constraints to coordinate global and local recovery strategies. An
example constraint is that local recovery for a child process must not be executed
if the child process is being restarted during the global recovery.
A language must offer suitable constructs to specify the necessary architectural
constraints, and the specifications must be separated and modularized from the re-
active and non-reactive parts. Otherwise, the implementation of the architectural
constraints scatters across and tangles with these parts, which consequently, in-
creases their complexity and decreases their reusability for different architectural
configurations.

3 Reuse Anomalies in Reactive Systems

In the following, we discuss implementation alternatives of reactive systems in a repre-
sentative set of languages, and explain the extent to which the reuse requirements that
are mentioned in Section 2 are fulfilled.

3.1 Object-Oriented Implementation of Reactive Systems

There are various ways that one may implement reactive systems in an object-oriented
(OO) language. In the following, we explain two typical cases.
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Monolithic Implementation: In this approach, the reactive and non-reactive parts are
not clearly separated from each other. The event and control calls are implemented via
explicit method calls among the corresponding objects. The state machine behavior
of the reactive part can be implemented through the use of IF-THEN-ELSE-like state-
ments. IF-THEN-ELSE like statements have a serious limitation in that the event and
control calls must be defined a-priori. Each newly introduced unanticipated event and/or
control call requires recompilation of the code [16]. This is an error-prone activity and
against the minimal impact requirements presented in the previous section.

Implementation Using Design Patterns: To increase the reusability of implemen-
tations, one may adopt combination of various design patterns [4]. For example, the
state-machine behavior of the system can be implemented using the State pattern. The
Observer pattern can be used to implement the event calls; the Decorator pattern can be
used to dynamically extend the semantics of the methods of an object through the use
of so-called decorator objects; this pattern can be useful for instance to introduce new
event calls per method when necessary. The Strategy pattern can be used to change the
implementation of an object dynamically, for example to adapt the implementation of
reactive part.

Using design patterns to increase reuse, however, has a number of limitations. First,
to cope with the new reuse demands, implementations must be extended with the mech-
anisms that are needed for each pattern. In the most extreme case, each object or even
each method of an object must be prepared for extension. This creates unnecessary
overhead in case extensions are not used as anticipated.

Second, the incorporated patterns may not be always suitable for the new evolution
requirements. For example, assume that State pattern is adopted in the reactive part. In
this case, the introduction of a new event call has a ripple effect on the reactive part,
because the interface of every state object has to be extended to handle the new event. If
a new state has to be introduced, the existing state objects must be modified to include
transitions to the newly-defined state. Consequently, there will be ripple modification
effect on the whole state-machine.

As another example, both Decorator and Strategy patterns assume a fixed set of in-
terfaces for each object. This is because, decorations/variations are encapsulated by
an object which dispatches the calls to the dynamically installed implementation ob-
jects. In this case, the interface of the encapsulating object is fixed at compile time. If
necessary, one may overcome this problem by using an additional pattern, such as the
Command pattern. However, this may complicate the implementation because in the
Command pattern, the message passing of the call has to be implemented in the appli-
cation and as such the language runtime is by-passed. Also, type conversion problems
may arise in passing the command objects with new call arguments.

3.2 Aspect-Oriented Implementation of Reactive Systems

Aspect-Oriented (AO) programming languages [11, 17] offer various constructs, which
may help in overcoming some of the problems that appear in the OO implementation
of reactive systems.
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The key concepts in AO programming languages are join points, pointcut predi-
cates, advices and aspects. Join points are identifiable state changes in the execution
of so-called base programs. Examples are execution of methods, creation of objects,
and throwing of exceptions. Pointcut predicates are linguistic constructs for querying
the join points of interest from the program. Advice is a program code that is executed
when the corresponding join point is activated. An advice is bound to a set of join points
through pointcut predicates. In most AO languages, the combination of an advice and
its pointcut predicate forms an aspect.

In an AO implementation of reactive systems, base programs represent the non-
reactive part, join points and the activation of join points can be regarded as a means to
define event calls. Pointcut predicates are means to define the semantics for selecting
event calls, and advices are means to define the reactive part, which are bound to event
calls through pointcut predicates. Control calls can be defined by accessing the corre-
sponding base objects from aspects, and by changing the flow of executions and/or data
values in the base objects. A hierarchical architecture is facilitated if an AO language
allows defining aspects on aspects.

There is a large number of AO languages introduced in the literature. In the follow-
ing we evaluate AspectJ [11], some of its relevant extensions [18–21], and the Com-
pose* [17] language. AspectJ is a widely-used language among the AO languages.
There are many other AO languages whose features are similar to the ones of AspectJ;
we therefore assume that the shortcomings of AspectJ are representative for them. Com-
pose* will be evaluated due to its distinctive features such as language-independence
and its support for some domain-specific languages for the advice code.

AspectJ: With respect to the supported events, a predefined set of join points in Java
programs are supported by AspectJ. Consequently, if a new set of events are required
which are not included in this set (e.g. process destruction), software engineers have to
provide workarounds to map the desired event calls to the supported join points. As it is
studied in [22, 8], such workarounds increase the complexity of programs, reduce their
reusability and may lead to the implementations that are not correct.

With respect to the supported event calls, naturally the event calls can only be is-
sued from Java programs. However, as it is usually the case in embedded systems,
non-reactive part may be implemented in multiple languages, which means that to im-
plement the reactive part using AspectJ, software engineers have to provide various
workarounds. As we studied in [23], a solution would be to redefine the reactive part
such that it is implemented in AspectJ and AspectC [24], for example. This solution
would however suffer from reuse anomaly because the reactive part has to be redefined
if the non-reactive part evolves with different languages. Moreover, software engineers
have to provide means to compose aspects that are implemented in various languages,
so that the overall functionality of the reactive part is achieved. The lack of a standard
composition mechanism for this matter leads to ad-hoc and arbitrary implementations
of compositions, which might not be reusable for different kinds of applications.

With respect to selection of event calls, AspectJ offers a fixed set of pointcut pred-
icates to designate the event calls of interest. The problems with fixed set of pointcut
predicates with a limited expression power are well-studied in the literature [25]; one
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has to provide workaround code to express the desired event selection semantics in
the base software and/or advice code. Such code complicates the implementations and
causes the code for selecting event calls gets tangled with the code implementing the
non-reactive and/or reactive parts. Another problem in AspectJ is that the code for bind-
ing the advice code to the pointcut predicates is tangled with the advice code, which
reduces the reusability of the advice code for different applications.

With respect to the reactions to event calls, DSLs are not supported in AspectJ.
Consequently, one has to make use of the imperative Java language to implement the
reactive part, possibly by adopting design patterns. This, however, leads to the same
problems explained for the OO implementations of the reactive part.

As stated previously, reactive systems may be organized hierarchically; for example,
the concern RecoveryUnit represents a reactive part for which a higher order reactive
part is defined through the concern ProcessManager. To implement such hierarchal
structures, the adopted AO language must support defining aspects on aspects. AspectJ
offers the adviceexecution pointcut predicate that picks out join points representing
the execution of advices. Since advice code is not named in AspectJ, adviceexecution
cannot distinguish among advices within an aspect to select the join points related to a
specific advice. As a workaround, one has to rewrite an advice by putting its original
body in a method and invoke this method from within the advice. By this way, AspectJ
pointcut predicates can be used to select the event calls corresponding to the invocation
and/or execution of this method. This solution, however, suffers from the reuse anomaly
because the aspect has to be redefined; moreover, it increases the complexity of aspect
code.

In AspectJ, one can adopt the existing composition operators such as declare prece-
dence, scoping pointcut predicates such as cflow and within, and/or higher level aspects
to define architectural constraints and the coordination semantics between the reactive
and non-reactive parts. The precedence rules can be defined separately from the cor-
responding aspects. However, adopting the scoping pointcut predicates and/or higher
level aspects may cause the redefinition of the corresponding aspects; consequently,
reuse anomaly can be experienced if the architecture evolves.

Let us illustrate a set of reuse anomalies that can be experienced if AspectJ is adopted
to implement our Recoverable Process example. Here, we aim at providing a reusable
implementation by modularizing each concern that appear in Recoverable Process. List-
ing 1 shows an excerpt of the abstract aspect AppProcess, which represents the
concern AppProcess. The aspect defines the attributes pid, name, status, init
and kill, as it is specified by AppProcess depicted in Figure 2. The pointcut pred-
icates e Initiated and e Killed are to select the state changes corresponding
to the initialization and destruction of a child process, respectively. After the point-
cut e Initiated is activated, the attribute status is initialized with the value
’running’. After the pointcut e Killed is activated, the attribute status is ini-
tialized with the value ’terminated’. We assume that the information about the
unique identifier of the child process, and the methods that construct or destruct the
child process are abstracted from the base program via pointcut arguments, and are as-
signed to the attributes pid, init and kill. The assignments to the attributes are
performed by the advice code and the helper methods in Listing 1.
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1 public abstract aspect AppProcess {
2 public int pid;
3 public String name;
4 public String status;
5 public Method init;
6 public Method kill;
7 abstract pointcut e Initiated(...);
8 abstract pointcut e Killed(...);
9 after(...): e Initiated(){ initiated();}

10 after(...): e Killed(){ killed();}
11 public void initiated(){ status=”running”; ...}
12 public void killed(){ status=”terminated”; ...}
13 }

Listing 1. Modular representation of the concern AppProcess

Each child process of interest is represented as a sub-class of AppProcess. For
example, Listing 2 shows an excerpt of the aspect MPCoreProcess to represent the
child process MPCore of the media-player software. Since the join point model of As-
pectJ does not support the join points representing process construction and destruction,
we are obliged to provide the workaround methods initMPCore and killMPCore
in the class Main, whose invocations represent the construction and destruction of MP-
Core, respectively. The pointcut predicates e Initiated and e Killed are defined
to select these invocations. The other child processes must be defined likewise.

1 public aspect MPCoreProcess extends AppProcess{
2 ...
3 pointcut e Initiated(...): call (∗ Main.initMPCore(..));
4 pointcut e Killed(...): call (∗ Main.killMPCore(..));
5 ...
6 }

Listing 2. Modular representation of the process MPCore

Listing 3 shows the aspect GlobalRecovery that defines a recovery unit for the
global recovery of the media-player software. The method getProcesses specifies
the processes MPCore, Audio and Video as the elements of the recovery unit. This is
achieved by retrieving the corresponding instance of the aspect AppProcess via the
operator aspectOf of AspectJ. The method getInitiator specifies the child pro-
cess MPCoreProcess as the initiator process, whose destruction causes the recovery
unit be restarted. the pointcut predicate e processfailed selects the join points
indicating that the MPCore process is killed. The advice code is provided as a means
to inform the destruction of MPCore; this is done by invoking the dummy method
notifyFailure.

Listing 4 defines the aspect ProcessManager, which represents the concern Pro-
cessManager of Recoverable Process. The aspect reacts to the events generated by
a recovery unit, and restarts the processes forming the recovery unit. The pointcut
notified selects the invocations of the method notifyFailure defined within
GlobalRecovery. The advice code first re-initializes the initiator process, then re-
trieves all other processes forming the recovery unit, kills and re-initializes them.
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1 public aspect GlobalRecovery{
2 public AppProcess[] getProcesses(){
3 return new AppProcess[]{
4 MPCoreProcess.aspectOf(),
5 AudioProcess.aspectOf(),
6 VideoProcess.aspectOf()};
7 }
8 public AppProcess getInitiator(){return MPCoreProcess.aspectOf(); }
9 pointcut e processfailed (AppProcess p):

10 call(∗ AppProcess.killed()) &&
11 target(p) && && if(p == MPCoreProcess.aspectOf());
12 after (AppProcess process): e processfailed(process){notifyFailure();}
13 public void notifyFailure(){}
14 }

Listing 3. Modular representation of the global recovery unit

1 public aspect ProcessManager{
2 pointcut notified (GlobalRecovery ru):
3 call(∗ GlobalRecovery.notifyFailure())&& target(ru) ;
4 after(GlobalRecovery ru): notified(ru) {
5 //invoke init method of
6 //the initiator process via reflection
7 ...
8 for (AppProcess p: ru.getProcesses())
9 if (p != ru.getInitiator()){

10 //invoke kill method via reflection
11 //invoke init method via reflection
12 }
13 }
14 }

Listing 4. Modular representation of the concern ProcessManager

Let us assume that the media-player software evolves such that the functionality of
representing user interface is no longer handled by the child process MPCore. Instead, a
new child process named UserInterface is introduced, which executes the module GUI
as depicted in Figure 4.

This new child process must be taken into account for global recovery. In addition,
to improve the availability of the media-player software, we would like to also apply
Recoverable Process for the local recovery of UserInterface. This means that if this
child process is destroyed, it must be restarted individually, while other child processes
can continue their operation.

To implement the above-mentioned evolutions, we have to extend the media-player
software with new methods indicating the construction and destruction of the User-
Interface child process, and must provide a sub-class of the aspect AppProcess to
represent this child process. In addition, the aspect GlobalRecovery in Listing 3
must be extended to consider this child process.

To implement the local recovery, we must define a new recovery unit, say named as
LocalRecovery, which only consists of UserInterface. The functionality to restart
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child processes is the same for both local and global recovery, as such we would like
to reuse the aspect ProcessManager. As a possible solution, we may consider ex-
tending the pointcut predicate notified in the aspect ProcessManager to select
the corresponding joint points in LocalRecovery too. Since in future it may be
demanded to change the set of applied recovery strategies, for example, by removing
global recovery and adding local recovery for each child process, we would like to avoid
redefining ProcessManager for each evolution, and make it as reusable as possible.

To this aim as shown in Listing 5, we define RecoveryUnit as the base class for
the aspects representing recovery units. Listing 5 also shows the evolved implementa-
tion of GlobalRecovery and the implementation of the aspect LocalRecovery.
We also have to redefine the pointcut notified in the aspect ProcessManager to
let it interact with RecoveryUnit; this is shown in Listing 5.

As this example shows, a change in the architecture of Recoverable Process let us
experience reuse anomaly as we were obliged to apply several redefinitions in the im-
plementations to make them more reusable for possible future evolutions.

1 public abstract aspect RecoveryUnit{
2 public abstract AppProcess[] getProcesses();
3 public abstract AppProcess getInitiator();
4 pointcut e processfailed (AppProcess p) :
5 call(∗ AppProcess.killed()) &&
6 target(p) && destroyedProcess(AppProcess);
7 abstract pointcut destroyedProcess (AppProcess x);
8 after (AppProcess process): e processfailed(process) {notifyFailure();}
9 public void notifyFailure(){}

10 }
11 public aspect GlobalRecovery extends RecoveryUnit{
12 public AppProcess[] getProcesses(){
13 return new AppProcess[] {
14 MPCoreProcess.aspectOf(),
15 UserInterfaceProcess.aspectOf(),
16 AudioProcess.aspectOf(),
17 VideoProcess.aspectOf()};
18 }
19 public AppProcess getInitiator(){ return MPCoreProcess.aspectOf(); }
20 pointcut destroyedProcess(AppProcess x) :
21 target(x) && if(x == MPCoreProcess.aspectOf());
22 }
23 public aspect LocalRecovery extends RecoveryUnit{
24 public AppProcess[] getProcesses(){
25 return new AppProcess[]{ UserInterfaceProcess.aspectOf() }};
26 public AppProcess getInitiator(){ return UserInterfaceProcess.aspectOf();}
27 pointcut destroyedProcess(AppProcess x) :
28 target(x) && if(x == UserInterfaceProcess.aspectOf());
29 }
30 public aspect ProcessManager{
31 pointcut notified (RecoveryUnit ru):
32 call(∗ RecoveryUnit.notifyFailure())&& target(ru) ;
33 ...
34 }

Listing 5. Evolved representation of the concerns
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During the global recovery of the media player software, the process UserInterface
is killed and re-initialized. LocalRecovery detects the destruction of UserInterface
during the global recovery, and notifies it to ProcessManager, which consequently
re-initializes the process UserInterface again. To prevent having two processes running
as UserInterface, we must define a constraint between local and global recovery strate-
gies: if a process is killed during global recovery, it must not locally be re-initialized.

We have various alternatives to express this constraint. For example, we can com-
pose GlobalRecovery and LocalRecovery such that LocalRecovery does
not publish a failure event if UserInterface is killed during the global recovery. This
constraint can be represented as the clause ”!cflow(adviceexecution() &&
within(RecoveryUnit))”, which must be conjuncted to destroyedProcess
of the aspect LocalRecovery in Listing 5. However, this solution causes the spec-
ification of architectural constraints gets tangled with the aspect LocalRecovery,
which increases the complexity of the aspect, and makes it fragile to the evolution in
the architectural constraints. Another alternative implementation is to encode this con-
straint in the aspect ProcessManager, which suffers from the same problems.

Assume that the architectural constraint evolves such that if the global recovery
fails to successfully restart UserInterface, local recovery must still be applied to this
process. To increase reuse, we would like to define this constraint modularly via as-
pects. For this, we have to replace ProcessManager with two aspects, named as
ProcessManager4GR and ProcessManager4LR, so that it is possible to dis-
tinguish between the action for the global and local recovery. Second, the aspects
GlobalRecovery and LocalRecovery must be redefined so that the method
notifyFailure is invoked from within them, instead of from their base class.

Listing 6 shows an excerpt of the aspect ProcessManager4GR. Here, line 11
initializes a process and assigns the result of initialization to the variable result. If
the initialization succeeds, the unique identifier of the process, which is generated by
the operating system, is returned; otherwise the return value is -1. In lines 12 and 13 if
the result equals -1, the helper method failedRecovery is invoked with the name
of the failed process as its argument.

Listing 6 defines the aspect Coordinator that modularizes the architectural con-
straint. It selects the invocations of the method failedRecovery on the instances of
ProcessManager4GR. If the failed process is UserInterface, it invokes the method
notifyFailure on the aspect LocalRecovery. Consequently, the recovery is
performed for the process UserInterface.

As the example implementation of Recoverable Process in AspectJ shows, sev-
eral helper methods in the base program and aspects were defined to overcome the
limited join point model of AspectJ; examples are the methods initMPCore and
killMPCore that are referred to in Listing 2, and the methodsinitiated, killed
and notifyFailure in Listings 1 and 3, respectively. Moreover, avoiding reuse
anomaly in AspectJ is a challenge, because the concerns cannot properly be separated
and modularized. Consequently, evolution demands, for example changes in the base
program and architectural constraints, have ripple modification effects on several parts
of the implementation, and cause redefinition of the parts that are irrelevant to the evo-
lution demands.
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1 public aspect ProcessManager4GR{
2 pointcut notified (GlobalRecovery ru):
3 call(∗ GlobalRecovery.notifyFailure())&& target(ru);
4 after(GlobalRecovery ru): notified(ru){
5 //invoke init method of
6 //the initiator process via reflection
7 ...
8 for (AppProcess p : ru.getProcesses())
9 if (p != ru.getInitiator()){

10 //invoke kill method via reflection
11 int result = //invoke init method via reflection
12 if (result == −1)
13 failedRecovery(p.name);
14 }
15 }
16 protected void failedRecovery(String name){}
17 }
18 public aspect Coordinator{
19 pointcut notified (String name):
20 call(∗ ProcessManager4GR.failedRecovery(String)) && args(name);
21 after(String name): notified(name){
22 if (name.equals(”UserInterface”))
23 LocalRecovery.aspectOf().notifyFailure();
24 }
25 }

Listing 6. A modular representation of the coordination concern

AspectJ Extensions: Several extensions are proposed to overcome the limitations of
AspectJ; however, they still fall short to fulfill the requirements outlined in Section 2.3.
In the following, we briefly discuss a relevant set of these extensions.

There have been attempts to extend the join point model of AspectJ with new ele-
ments. For example in [20], the so called loop join point is introduced. Unfortunately,
such extensions do not change ”the fixed set of elements feature” of the join point
model. EJP [26] facilitates specifying arbitrary Java code blocks as event calls. Here, a
new join point can be declared as a special kind of method interface. In the code where
a join point must be activated, a reference to the corresponding join point declaration is
made. In case multiple languages are adopted in the implementation of the non-reactive
part, such an approach may become too limited since it works only with Java based im-
plementations. IIIA [26] is another approach which has the same shortcomings as EJP
in case multiple languages are adopted.

Tracematches [18] adopts the regular expression formalism over AspectJ pointcuts
to express the expected sequence of event calls. The advice code is executed when the
sequence matches at runtime. Although Tracematches extends the expressive power of
AspectJ’s pointcut language in binding to event calls of interest, it still limited to the
expressive power of regular expressions. As it is extensively studied in the runtime
verification community [27], the expressive power of other kinds of formalisms, such
as temporal logics or state machines, may be needed to bind to the desired event calls.
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Association Aspects [19] facilitates parameterizing aspects with a group of objects,
which has a fixed length; it also offers pointcuts predicates to select join points that are
activated on such a group of objects. Although this improves the expressive power of
AspectJ pointcut language, the pointcut expressions are not defined separately from the
aspect implementation, and the same implementation cannot be reused for two different
groups of objects with different length.

A vision to extend AspectJ to define event calls and reactions to event calls is pro-
posed in [21]. This approach distinguishes between event call declaration and aspect
declaration blocks. The former facilitates programming composite event calls over the
primitive event calls that are defined in the AspectJ join point model, and/or other com-
posite event calls. The aspect declaration block selects the specified event calls of in-
terest and define reactions to them. Inherited from AspectJ, this proposal also suffers
from a fixed set of primitive events that can be published from Java programs, lack of
support for DSLs, and the same set of problems in defining architectural constraints.

Compose*: Compose* [17] is a platform-independent language, which can be used to
enhance the composition mechanisms of the Java, C and .Net languages. The join point
model of Compose* includes the event calls that correspond to the incoming and outgo-
ing messages to and from objects. To react on the incoming and/or outgoing messages,
Compose* defines the notion of filters which are attached to objects. Each filter has a
type that implements its functionality. A group of correlated filters are defined as a filter
module, which is a unit of reuse. The pointcut predicates in Compose* are termed as
superimposition specification, which are expressed using a Prolog program. Superim-
position specifications facilitate selecting the objects of interest (i.e. the non-reactive
part) and composing the corresponding filter modules with these objects.

Since the join point model of Compose* is also fixed, the same problems that were
discussed for AspectJ may appear. Although the Compose* compiler supports multiple
base languages, it is limited to one language at a time for its Java and C implementa-
tions, and it does not facilitate abstracting event calls from the non-reactive part imple-
mented in multiple languages. In Compose*, this shortcoming has been overcome in
the .Net languages.

Filter modules can be regarded as a means to modularize the reactive part; since filter
modules are defined separately from superimposition specifications, the reuse possibil-
ities of filter modules are enhanced in comparison to AO languages where advice code
and pointcut predicates are integrated under a single linguistic abstraction.

By means of filter types, Compose* facilitates defining domain-specific advice code.
In [28], we defined the E-Chaser language [28], which is an extension to Compose*, and
showed the possibility to define domain-specific filter types for the runtime verification
domain.

Compose* supports one instantiation strategy; i.e. individual instances of filter mod-
ules are created for each individual object on which the filter module must be superim-
posed. This reduces the reusability of the reactive part if they must process event calls
that are triggered by more than one object.
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The set of filters that are grouped within a filter module provide the actual function-
ality of the reactive part. Filters cannot publish event calls; consequently, the reactive
part must be implemented as one monolithic module, which increases the complexity
of implementations and reduce their reusability.

3.3 Languages Supporting Event-Based Communication

Due to the inherent event-based communication of the non-reactive part with reactive
part, one may consider adopting programming languages that provide dedicated con-
structs that support event-based communications. In the following, we discuss reuse
anomalies in a representative set of these languages.

Event-Delegate Mechanism of C#: The OO languages usually offer an event-delegate
mechanism to facilitate implementation of event-based applications. This sections eval-
uates the event-delegate mechanism of C#, nevertheless the discussions can be general-
ized for the other event-delegate mechanisms that have similar characteristics.

In the event-delegate mechanism of C# [29], new event types and their attributes
can be defined via special kinds of classes, which extend class System.EventArgs. To
facilitate the binding of event publishers to event consumers, C# provides a pointer-like
mechanism named as delegate, which is a type that references a method; any method
that matches the delegates signature, which consists of the return type and parameters,
can be assigned to the delegate. This facilitates binding various event consumer methods
to an event. Events are published by instantiating the corresponding event type, and
invoking the corresponding delegate. As a result, the event consumer methods that are
bound to that delegate are invoked to process the event.

The non-reactive part of the system can be implemented as classes that define event
types along with necessary delegates, and publish the necessary information as events.
The reactive part can be implemented as classes that define methods whose signature
matches the desired delegates; these methods implement the functionality to process the
events. Although new kinds of events can be programmed, they can only be published
from programs that are written in C#. As for AspectJ, there is a lack of support for DSLs
to implement the reactive part.

Although event-based communication facilitate loose coupling of the non-reactive
and the reactive parts, the types of events that are processed by the reactive part is
fixed by the signature of methods that are defined in the reactive part. The lack of
support for quantifying over events, may reduce the reusability of the reactive part; for
example, if it must be reused to process multiple different types of events published
from various sources. Moreover, the need for explicit binding of the reactive part to
the non-reactive part also reduces the reusability of implementations. For example, if
new events and event calls are introduced, the reactive and the binding parts must be
redefined accordingly.

The evolution of architecture of system may also have ripple modification effects on
various parts of programs. For example, if system evolves such that there are multiple
reactive parts processing one event, it may be necessary to define the event processing
order. C# does not provide dedicated constructs for this matter; hence, programmers are
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obliged to provide workaround code in the non-reactive, binding and/or reactive parts.
Such workarounds scatter across and tangle with multiple classes and consequently re-
duces the reusability of implementations for various kinds of architectures. More com-
plex constraints, such as conditional reactions to a specific set of events, must be imple-
mented within the methods in the reactive parts. This reduces the reusability of reactive
part for architectural configurations.

EScala: EScala [30] is an extension to the Scala [31] language with object-oriented
events. EScala supports implicit events, which correspond to the join points in AO lan-
guages and marks language-specific execution points, such as the beginning or the end
of the execution of a method. These events can be selected by the available pointcut
predicates. The EScala language also facilitates defining so-called imperative events
which are similar to the C# events; these must be explicitly published from within ap-
plication classes.

EScala combines the idea of event-based programming from C#-like languages, and
AO languages to define events at the interface of objects. However, the limitations dis-
cussed for AspectJ and C# are valid for EScala. For example, although new kinds of
imperative events can be defined, these are limited to the base software events as im-
plemented in Scala. Moreover, similar to C# and AspectJ, the implementation of con-
straints among multiple reactive part may scatter across and tangle with the reactive
part, and consequently may introduce reuse anomalies. DSLs are not supported to im-
plement the reactive part; last but not least, the pointcut predicates have limited ex-
pression power to select the event calls of interest. Consequently, complex selection
semantics must be programmed in the reactive part, which increases the complexity of
implementation and reduces its reusability.

Ptolemy: In Ptolemy [32], the execution of arbitrary expressions can be identified as
events. Ptolemy facilitates defining event types for abstracting over such events. Events
must explicitly be published by binding an event type to an expression in the base pro-
gram. Ptolemy allows handler methods to be declaratively registered for a set of events
using one succinct pointcut predicate. Handler methods and pointcut predicates can be
regarded as a means to define reactive part and their binding to events, respectively.

Although new kinds of event types and events can be defined, Ptolemy is limited
to support programs implemented in Java. As for AspectJ, the pointcut language of
Ptolemy has a limited expressive power to select the events of interest; i.e. queries can
only be expressed over event types. Consequently, if needed, complex binding seman-
tics must be expressed as a part of handler methods, which will reduce the reusability
of these methods in case different binding semantics are needed.

Handler methods and pointcut expressions are defined within one class. Such a
tight coupling of handler methods to the specification of events of interest, reduces the
reusability of handlers for different events. The necessary interaction constraints must
be programmed as part of handler methods. This may reduce the reusability of handler
methods in case different constraints are needed due to evolution requirements.
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3.4 Dedicated Languages

In addition to the general-purpose languages explained in the previous sections, there
are diverse sets of DSLs that can be adopted for implementing reactive systems. Exam-
ples are the languages developed for the domain of runtime verification [28, 33, 13, 34].

In [10], we performed an extensive study of the available languages for the domain
of runtime verification, and identified that they significantly fall short to fulfill the re-
quirements mentioned in Section 2.3. Except for the E-Chaser languages [28], these
DSLs support a limited set of events and event calls, which can be published from a
single implementation languages. Consequently, if the non-reactive part evolves with
different implementation languages, multiple DSLs must be adopted to implement the
reactive part, without a standard means to compose these DSLs.

The DSLs developed for the domain of runtime verification do not facilitate mod-
ularizing various concerns that appear in the reactive part. Moreover, they support a
fixed architecture for reactive systems, and do not offer means to express architectural
constraints such as ordering and conditional execution of the reactive parts. Last but
not least, these languages do not facilitate defining hierarchal architectures for reactive
systems.

4 Event Composition Model

In [8, 10] we proposed Event Composition Model, which offers a set of novel concepts
to effectively modularize and compose concerns that typically appear in runtime verifi-
cation systems. This paper explains the core concepts of Event Composition Model and
their suitability in structuring reusable reactive systems.

Figure 5 is a UML class diagram, which depicts the core concepts of reactive systems
in terms of the concepts introduced by Event Composition Model. Here, we assume that
a reactive system consists of a set of non-reactive part and event module.

We regard events as the core concept for implementing reactive systems. In Event
Composition Model, events are typed entities. Event Composition Model distinguishes
between base events, which represent the events that are published by the non-reactive
part, and reactor events, which represent the events that are published by event mod-
ules. An event type defines a set of attributes for the events. Application-specific and
domain-specific attributes can be defined for each type of event.

Event modules facilitate modularizing a group of related events and the reactions to
them. In the literature, module is defined as a reusable software unit with well-defined
interfaces and implementation. The implementation is encapsulated, and the interfaces
of the module are points of interaction with its environment. Event modules adhere to
this definition in the following ways.

To facilitate reuse, event modules are identifiable and referable by their unique
names. An event module has an input interface, which specifies the set of events
of interest to which the event module must react. One important difference between
the input interface of modules in programming languages and the input interface of
event modules is that in programming languages input interfaces are invoked ex-
plicitly, whereas in event modules invocations are implicit. The explicit invocation
means that programmers write code for invoking the input interface of a module. In
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Fig. 5. A representation of reactive systems in Event Composition Model

contrast, implicit invocation [22] means that there is no need for such code; when an
event of interest occurs, the corresponding event module is activated by the language
environment.

The implementation of an event module is termed as reactor chain, which contains
a set of reactors and variables. Each reactor processes (a subset of) the events specified
in the input interface of the event module. Reactors are typed entities; a reactor type
is a domain-specific type that defines the semantics in processing the events of interest.
The input interface and implementation of an event module are separated from each
other, and yet bound to each other so that the implementation can process the specified
input events.

While processing an input event, a reactor may publish new events, which are termed
as reactor events. These events have a special attribute named as inner that keeps a
reference to the input event being processed by the reactor. This facilitates maintaining
necessary information about the casual dependency of events. An event module has
an output interface, which defines the set of events that are published by the event
module to its environment. The output interface of an event module bound to (a sub-set
of) reactor events that are published by the reactors. The events published by an event
module are available in the execution environment, and can be selected by other event
modules. This facilitates composing multiple event modules with each other to form
a hierarchy. The event modules in higher levels of the hierarchy can implement and
modularize the composition constraints among the event modules residing at the lower
levels of the hierarchy.
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5 The EventReactor Language

In [8, 23, 10], we introduced the EventReactor language2, which offers dedicated con-
structs to define the concepts of Event Composition Model. In [10], we illustrated how
the features of EventReactor improves on the existing DSLs for the domain of runtime
verification. In this section makes use of our illustrative Recoverable Process example
to explain the features of EventReactor and their suitability to achieve reusable imple-
mentations.

5.1 Implementing Recoverable Process in EventReactor

To implement the concerns of interest in EventReactor, the following tasks must be
carried out: a) the necessary event types and events must be defined in EventReactor;
b) the base software must be instrumented to publish the specified events to the run-
time environment of EventReactor; c) the necessary reactor types must be defined in
EventReactor; and d) the concerns of interest must be defined as event modules.

It is important to note that the defined event types, events, reactor types, reac-
tor chains and event modules are treated as libraries and can be reused. The above-
mentioned steps are explained in the following.

Defining Event Types and Events: Event types are data structures that define a set of
static and dynamic attributes for events. The former includes the set of attributes whose
values do not change and are known at the time an event is defined in the framework.
The latter defines the set of attributes whose values are known at the time an event is
published during the execution of software. EventReactor offers a dedicated language
to programmers to define the event types of interest. As Listing 7 shows, EventRe-
actor also makes use of this language to define three built-in event types EventType,
BaseEventType and ReactorEventType.

The data structure EventType, which is the super data structure for all event types,
defines publisher, thread, stacktrace, and returnflow as dynamic at-
tributes. The attribute publisher refers to the element that publishes the event; the
attribute thread refers to the thread of execution in which the event is published; the
attribute stacktrace refers to a report of the active stack frames at a certain point in
time during the execution of a software; the type StackTrace is defined by Event-
Reactor to keep the list of active stack frames. The attribute returnflow specifies
the changes that must be applied to the flow of execution of the publisher after an event
is successfully processed. The type Flow is defined by EventReactor as an enumera-
tion with the fields Continue, Exit and Return. The field Continue means that
the flow of execution must not be changed. The field Exit means that the execution
of program must terminate. The field Return means that the flow of execution must
return to the publisher.

2 http://sourceforge.net/projects/eventreactor/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/eventreactor/
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1 eventtype EventType {
2 dynamiccontext:
3 publisher: Object;
4 thread: Long;
5 stacktrace: StackTrace;
6 returnflow: Flow;
7 }
8 eventtype BaseEventType extends EventType {}
9 eventtype ReactorEventType extends EventType {

10 dynamiccontext:
11 inner: EventType;
12 }

Listing 7. The specification of built-in super event types

Since Event Composition Model distinguishes between base events (i.e. published
by non-reactive part) and reactor events, EventReactor also provides the data struc-
tures BaseEventType and ReactorEventType to represent these two categories
of events. The data structure ReactorEventType defines the attribute inner to
maintain a reference to the event whose processing causes a reactor event to be pub-
lished.

As the concern AppProcess in Figure 2 shows, two events initiated and killed must
be defined for each child process of interest. These events indicate the creation and
the destruction of a child process, respectively. Listing 8 shows the specification of
the event type ChildProcessEvent. Here, the attributes PID and parent represent the
unique identifier of the child process and its parent, which is generated by the operat-
ing system. The events MPCoreInitiated and MPCoreKilled are defined of the
type ChildProcessEvent to represent the initialization and destruction of the child
process MPCore. The other events of interest are defined likewise.

1 eventtype ChildProcessEvent extends BaseEventType{
2 dynamiccontext:
3 PID: long;
4 parent: long;
5 }
6 event MPCoreInitiated instanceof ChildProcessEvent{}
7 event MPCoreKilled instanceof ChildProcessEvent{}

Listing 8. The specification of a user-defined event type

Publishing Events: To publish an event, it is necessary to initialize its attributes and
inform the runtime environment of EventReactor of the event. The API of EventReactor
offers two routines for this matter. In the first one, the information about the event is
provided as a comma-separated list of attributes and their values. This API is useful
if the base software is implemented in a language other than Java. The second API
is useful if the events are published from a Java program. In this case, EventReactor
generates Java classes from the specification of events; such a class defines the name of
the event and both the static and dynamic attributes specified for the event. To publish an
event, the corresponding Java class must be instantiated, the attributes specified in the
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part dynamiccontextmust be initialized, and finally the instantiated object must be
sent to the runtime environment of EventReactor.

1 public class MPCoreClass{
2 void initMPCore() {
3 ...
4 int processID= \\ create the child process MPCore
5 ...
6 MPCoreInitiated event = new MPCoreInitiated();
7 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”publisher”, parentPID);
8 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”thread”,CurrentThread.ID);
9 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”stacktrace”,CurrentThread.stacktrace);

10 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”PID”,processID);
11 event.initializeDynamicAttribute(”parent”, parentPID);
12 EventReactor.publish(event);
13 }
14 void killMPCore(){...}
15 }

Listing 9. An excerpt of MPCoreClass

In the media-player example, the parent process is the only publisher of events of in-
terest; consequently, the runtime environment of EventReactor is executed in the parent
process by its main thread of execution. For each child process of interest, we extend
the media-player software with a class that defines two methods: one for initiating the
child process, and one for killing it. From within these methods, the events that are de-
fined for the child process are published to the runtime environment of EventReactor.
The media-player software is also changed such that the parent process invokes these
methods when needed. Listing 9 shows an example of such a class for the child process
MPCore, in which two methods initMPCore and killMPCore are defined.

Defining Auxiliary Information for Control Calls: As Figure 2 shows, the concern
AppProcess has two attributes init and kill, which represent the methods that are used by
the media-player software to create or kill a child process, respectively. These methods
are invoked by ProcessManager to perform recovery. The necessary information about
these methods must also be defined in EventReactor. The compiler of EventReactor is
extendable with new kinds of specifications, providing that suitable generators are pro-
vided to translate them to Prolog facts and queries. Using this feature of EventReactor,
we provide a specification language to define the method of interest in EventReactor.
Listing 10 shows an excerpt of such specifications for the child process MPCore.

1 Method void initMPCore() In Class MPCoreClass
2 Method void killMPCore() In Class MPCoreClass

Listing 10. An excerpt of the specification auxiliary
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Defining Reactor Types: EventReactor offers a dedicated language to define the re-
actor types of interest. Each reactor type is defined via a so-called action class and a
specification of meta information. The action class, which is implemented in Java, pro-
vides the functionality of reactor type in processing input events. The specification of
meta information defines the name of the reactor type, the name of its action class, the
name and type of reactor events that are published by the reactor type, and the parame-
ters of the reactor type.

1 reactortype React {
2 reaction = ReactClass;
3 events = { parameters.name: ReactorEventType};
4 parameters = {name: String};
5 }
6 reactortype RestartProcess {
7 reaction = RestartProcessClass;
8 parameters = {processes: List};
9 }

Listing 11. The specification of the reactor types

To implement our running example, we provide two reactor types: React and
RestartProcess, whose specification is depicted in Listing 11. The sole function
of React is to publish a reactor event when it receives an event to process. The name of
the reactor event must be provided as an argument to the reactor type. The reactor type
RestartProcess restarts a group of child processes that is specified as the parame-
ter of the reactor type. Listing 12 shows the implementation of the class ReactClass,
which provides the functionality of the reactor type React.

1 public class ReactClass extends ReactorAction {
2 String name;
3 @Override
4 public void initialize(Context context) throws Exception{
5 if (this.getParameters(”name”) == null)
6 {
7 throw new Exception(”The required parameter \”name\” is not
8 initialized”);
9 }

10 ...
11 }
12 @Override
13 public void execute(Event event, Context context) throws Exception{
14 ReactorEventType result = new ReactorEventType();
15 result.initializeStaticAttribute(”name”, name);
16 result.initializeDynamicAttribute(”inner”,event);
17 result.initializeDynamicAttribute(”publisher”,context.getEventModule());
18 ...
19 EventReactor.publish(result);
20 }
21 }

Listing 12. The implementation of an action class
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This class extends ReactorAction, which is the base action class provided by
EventReactor, and provides two methods initialize and execute. The former is
executed when the corresponding reactor is instantiated, for example to initialize the pa-
rameters of the reactor. The latter is executed when the corresponding reactor receives
an event to process. These methods can access the instances of the corresponding reac-
tor, reactor chain and event module via their argument context.

In Listing 12, the method initialize ensures that the parameter name is initial-
ized by the corresponding reactor. The method execute creates a reactor event, sets
the name of the reactor event, initializes the attribute inner with event whose pro-
cessing causes the reactor event be published, specifies the corresponding event module
as the publisher, and finally publishes the reactor event. For the sake of brevity, the
implementation of other reactor types is not discussed.

Defining the Non-reactive Part: In implementing Recoverable Process, we require
to represent the child process of interest as AppProcess. The actual representation of
child processes is provided by the operating system, and may not be directly accessible
to programmers. To achieve implementations that are abstract from a specific platform
and operating system, it is possible to adopt event modules to provide an abstract rep-
resentation of the non-reactive part. An abstract representation of child processes of
interest by means of event modules is explained in this section.

EventReactor offers a dedicated language to define the event modules and reactor
chains of interest. To increase the reusability of implementations, reactor chains are
defined as separate modules, so that they can be reused as the implementation of mul-
tiple event modules. Event modules are packaged within in so-called event packages.
Listing 13 defines the event package Processes in which event modules are defined
to represent the child processes of the media-player software. Line 3 selects the event
named as MPCoreInitiated that represents the initialization of MPCore during the
execution of the media-player software. Likewise, line 4 selects the event named as
MPCoreKilled that represents the destruction of MPCore during the execution of
the media-player software.

Lines 5–6 select information about the method initMPCore whose execution in
the media-player software initializes the child process MPCore. This method is defined
in the EventReactor language as shown in Listing 10. Likewise, lines 7–8 specify infor-
mation about the method killMPCore whose execution in the media-player software
terminates the child process MPCore. The events and methods for other child processes
of the media-player software must be defined similarly.

Lines 11–13 define the event module MPCoreProcess to represent the child pro-
cess MPCore. Here, the events selected by e inited and e killed are grouped as
the input interface of the event module. The reactor chain AppProcessImpl is spec-
ified as the implementation of this event module. The selected events and methods are
passed to the reactor chain as its arguments. As the output interface, the event module
publishes the events inited and killed. Since there is only one child process as
MPCore in the media-player software, the event module is specified to be instantiated
in a singleton manner. The other child processes of interest must be specified in a similar
way.
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1 eventpackage Processes{
2 selectors
3 e inited = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’MPCoreInitiated’)};
4 e killed = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’MPCoreKilled’)};
5 m init = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’initMPCore’),
6 isClassWithName (C, ’MPCoreClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
7 m kill = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’killMPCore’),
8 isClassWithName (C, ’MPCoreClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
9 ...

10 eventmodules
11 MPCoreProcess := {e inited, e killed} <−
12 AppProcessImpl (m init, m kill, e inited, e killed) −>
13 {inited: ReactorEventType, killed: ReactorEventType};
14 AudioProcess := ...
15 VideoProcess := ...
16 }

Listing 13. The specification of the child processes of interest

Listing 14 defines the reactor chain AppProcessImpl to implement the function-
ality of the concern AppProcess. Here, the parameters pinit and pkill represent
the methods that create or kill a child process, respectively. The parameters pinited
and pkilled represent the events indicating that a child process is initiated or killed,
respectively. As Figure 2 shows, the concern AppProcess has a set of attributes and
events. These attributes and events are represented via the variables and reactors in the
reactor chain, respectively.

1 reactorchain AppProcessImpl (pinit:Method,pkill:Method,pinited:Event,pkilled:Event) {
2 variables
3 init : Method = pinit;
4 kill : Method = pkill;
5 pid : Integer;
6 status : String;
7 reactors
8 reportInitiated : React = (event.name == pinited.name) =
9 { status = ’running’; pid = event.PID; reactor.name = ’inited’; };

10 reportKilled : React = (event.name == pkilled.name) =
11 { status = ’terminated’; pid = −1; reactor.name = ’killed’;};
12 }

Listing 14. The specification of the reactor chain AppProcesssImpl

Lines 3–4 define the variables init and kill and initializes them with the corre-
sponding parameters of the reactor chain. Line 5 defines the variable pid of type
Integer, which will maintain the unique identifier of the corresponding child pro-
cess. Line 6 defines the attribute status, which will maintain the state of the cor-
responding child process. Lines 8–9 define the reactor reportInitiated of type
React, which only processes the input events represented by pinited. In the body
of this reactor, the value ’running’ is assigned to the attribute status of the re-
actor chain, the unique identifier of the created process is retrieved from the attribute
PID of the selected event and is assigned to the attribute pid of the reactor chain, the
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value ’inited’ is specified as the name of the event that will be published by the
reactor. As a result, upon the occurrence of the event pinited, the event inited is
published by the reactor, and the specified values are assigned to the attributes of the
reactor chain.

Lines 10–11 define the reactor reportKilled of type React, which specifies
the event pkilled to be of interest. As it is specified in the body of the reactor, upon
the occurrence of pkilled, the value ’terminated’ is assigned to the attribute
status, the value -1 is assigned to the variable pid of reactor chain, and the value
’killed’ is specified as the name of the reactor event.

At runtime when the child process MPCore is created in the media-player software,
the event MPCoreInitiated is published to the runtime environment of EventRe-
actor by the code depicted in Listing 9. The runtime environment first checks whether
the event kind is known in the language. Since it is so, it creates a single instance of the
event module, instantiates the reactor chain AppProcessImpl for it, and initializes
the attributes of the reactor chain as it is specified. The reactor ReportInitiated
receives the event, and since the event is of interest, the reactor assigns the specified
values to the variables defined in the reactor chain, and publishes the reactor event
inited. Afterwards, the event is received by the reactor ReportKilled, but the
reactor ignores it because it is not of interest.

Defining the Reactive Part RecoveryUnit: Listing 15 defines the GRUnit event pack-
age in which an event module is defined to represent a recovery unit for the global recov-
ery of the media-player software. This recovery unit must group all the child processes,
and it must report a failure when the child process MPCore is killed.

1 eventpackage GRUnit{
2 selectors
3 e killed = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’killed’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.MPCoreProcess’), isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
5 em mpcore = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.MPCoreProcess’)};
6 em audio = ...
7 em video = ...
8 eventmodules
9 GlobalRU := {e killed} <−

10 RecoveryUnitImpl ({em mpcore, em audio, em video})
11 −> {failure : ReactorEventType};
12 }

Listing 15. The specification of the global recovery unit

Lines 3–4 of Listing 15 select the event killed that is in the output interface of the
event module MPCoreProcess, and name it as e killed in the event package. Line
5 selects the event module MPCoreProcess. Likewise, lines 5–7 select other event
modules representing the other child processes of the media-player software. Lines 9–
11 define the event module GlobalRU. The event e killed is specified as its input
interface, and RecoveryUnitImpl is specified as its implementation. The list of
selected child processes is passed to the reactor chain RecoveryUnitImpl. The
event module publishes a reactor event named failure as its output interface.
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Listing 16 defines the reactor chain RecoveryUnitImpl to implement the func-
tionality of the concern RecoveryUnit. The reactor chain receives the list of corre-
sponding child processes in its parameter processLst. In the body of the reactor
chain, the variable processes is initialized with processLst, and the reactor
reportFailure is defined of type React. The name of the reactor event that will
be published by reportFailure is specified as ’failure’.

1 reactorchain RecoveryUnitImpl (processLst: List) {
2 variables
3 processes : List = processLst;
4 reactors
5 reportFailure : React = { reactor.name = ’failure’; };
6 }

Listing 16. The specification of the reactor chain RecoveryUnitImpl

At runtime if the child process MPCore is killed, the event killed is published by
the event module MPCoreProcess. As a result, a single instance of the event module
GlobalRU and its reactor chain is created and the event is provided to the reactor
reportFailure, which consequently publishes the reactor event failure as it is
specified in line 5 of Listing 16.

Defining the Reactive Part ProcessManager: Listing 17 defines the event package
ProcessManager in which event modules are defined to represent the concern Pro-
cessManager of Recoverable Process. Lines 3–5 select the recovery unit GlobalRU
and the event published by it. Lines 7–8 define the event module RestartAll. It
takes the event selected by e global failure as input interface and binds the reac-
tor chain ProcessManagerImpl to it. The value of the attribute processes that
is defined in the implementation of GlobalRU is passed as the argument; the event
module does not publish any event as its output interface.

Listing 18 defines the reactor chain ProcessManagerImpl to implement the
functionality of the concern ProcessManager. The reactor chain receives the list of
processes to be restarted via its processes parameter. These are, in fact, expected to
be event modules whose implementation is the reactor chain AppProcessImpl. Line
3 defines the reactor restart of type RestartProcess and assigns processes
to the parameter processes of the reactor type.

1 eventpackage ProcessManager{
2 selectors
3 e global failure = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’failure’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.GlobalRU’), isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
5 em global = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.GlobalRU’)};
6 eventmodules
7 RestartAll := {e global failure} <−
8 ProcessManagerImpl(em global.processes) −> {};
9 }

Listing 17. The specification of a process manager
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1 reactorchain ProcessManagerImpl(processes: List){
2 reactors
3 restart : RestartProcess = {reactor.processes=processes};
4 }

Listing 18. The specification of the reactor chain ProcessManagerImpl

At runtime, if the event failure is published by the event module GlobalRU the
reactor Restart is informed of the event, and restarts the child processes that form
the recovery unit. For this matter, the reactor retrieves the necessary information about
the methods that kill and re-initialize a child process from the attributes init and
kill of the corresponding instance of AppProcessImpl, and invokes them.

6 Reusable Implementations in EventReactor

By means of a set of evolution scenarios, this section illustrates how the EventReactor
language supports reusable implementations of Recoverable Process.

6.1 Evolution of the Non-reactive Part and Event Calls

As it is explained in 3.2, assume for example that the media-player software evolves
such that the functionality of representing user interface is no longer handled by the
child process MPCore. Instead, a new child process named UserInterface is introduced,
which executes the module GUI.

Through event modules, we can modularly extend the implementation explained in
the previous section with an abstract representation for UserInterface. Listing 19 shows
the definition of the event module UIProcess. In contrary to the AspectJ implemen-
tation, no redefinition of the modules is required, and the AppProcessImpl reactor
chain is reused with suitable arguments to provide the implementation of the event
module.

In is worth mentioning that EventReactor is extensible with new event types, events
and auxiliary information for control calls. The set of events and auxiliary methods that
must be defined for this matter are similar to the ones explained in Sections 5.1.

1 eventpackage UserInterfaceProcess { selectors
2 e inited = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’UIInitiated’)};
3 e killed = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’UIKilled’)};
4 m init = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’initUI’),
5 isClassWithName (C, ’UIClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
6 m kill = {M | isMethodWithName (M, ’killUI’),
7 isClassWithName (C, ’UIClass’), isDefinedIn(M, C)};
8 eventmodules
9 UIProcess := {e inited, e killed} <−

10 AppProcessImpl (m init, m kill, e inited, e killed) −>
11 {inited: ReactorEventType, killed: ReactorEventType};
12 }

Listing 19. The specification of the child process UIProcess
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1 eventpackage GRUnit{
2 selectors
3 e killed = ...
4 em mpcore = ...
5 em audio = ...
6 em video = ...
7 em ui = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’)};
8 eventmodules
9 GlobalRU := {e killed} <−

10 RecoveryUnitImpl ({em mpcore, em ui, em audio, em video})
11 −> {failure : ReactorEventType};
12 }

Listing 20. The evolved specification of the global recovery unit

The child process UserInterface must be considered in the global recovery too.
Therefore, inevitably, we must extend the implementation in Listing 15 to include
UserInterface. Listing 20 shows the evolved implementation of the GlobalRU event
module. Here, we define line 7 to select the event module UIProcess, and we modi-
fied line 10 to include the selected event module in the arguments of the reactor chain
RecoveryUnitImpl. As this listing shows, in contrary to the AspectJ implementa-
tion, such an extension can easily be performed by adapting the arguments of the reactor
chain RecoveryUnitImpl, without the need for changing the internal implementation of
this reactor chain.

1 eventpackage LRUnit{
2 selectors
3 e uikilled = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’killed’),
4 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’), isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
5 em ui = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’)};
6 eventmodules
7 LocalRU := {e uikilled} <− RecoveryUnitImpl({em ui})
8 −>{failure : ReactorEventType};
9 }

10 eventpackage UIProcessManager{
11 selectors
12 e local failure = {E | isEventWithName(E, ’failure’),
13 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.LocalRU’), isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
14 em local = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.LocalRU’)};
15 eventmodules
16 RestartUI := {e local failure} <− ProcessManagerImpl(em local.processes)−> {};
17 }

Listing 21. The specification of a local recovery unit and its process manager

To improve the availability of the media-player software, we would like to also ap-
ply Recoverable Process for the local recovery of UserInterface. Listing 21 defines
LocalRU to modularly represent a recovery unit containing the UserInterface child
process, and defines the event module RestartUI to modularly represent the local re-
covery of this child process. In contrary to the AspectJ implementation, the extensions
were applied modularly without the need for redefining the implementations. Besides,
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the separation of reactor chains from the interfaces of event modules as well as the
support for parametric reactor chains help to improve the reusability of the implemen-
tation further. Here, the RecoveryUnitImpl and ProcessManagerImpl reactor
chains are reused with suitable arguments.

6.2 Evolution of the Reactive Part and Event/Control Calls

The event modules GlobalRU and LocalRU in Listings 20 and 21 both specify the
child process UserInterface as an element of their recovery unit. Assume that at run-
time the child process MPCore fails. As a consequence the global recovery kills and
re-initializes the child processes Audio, Video, UserInterface. When the child process
UserInterface is killed for the global recovery, the event failure, which is speci-
fied in lines 3–4 of Listing 17, is detected and the child process UserInterface is re-
initialized for the local recovery. As a result, there will be two processes running as
UserInterface.

To overcome the above problem, we want to extend the implementation of the reac-
tive part of our example with a constraint: If the global recovery is being executed on
a group of processes, these processes must not be recovered locally. Listing 22 defines
the event package RecoveryConstraint in which this constraint is specified.

EventReactor facilitates defining the desired constraints among the event modules
RestartAll and RestartUI, separately from the corresponding event modules, in
the part constraints of the event package. In line 6, the operator ignore, which
is a predefined composition operator in EventReactor, indicates that the event module
em RestartUI must ignore the events that are published during the execution of the
event module em RestartAll.

1 eventpackage RecoveryConstraint{
2 selectors
3 em restartAll = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartAll’)};
4 em restartUI = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartUI’)};
5 constraints
6 ignore(em restartUI, em restartAll);
7 }

Listing 22. The specification of an architectural constraint

More complex constraints can be defined as event modules, and dedicated reactor
types can be defined for their implementation. As another evolution case, assume that if
the global recovery fails to re-initialize UserInterface, the local recovery must still try
to do so.

To implement this case, we need to define a new event call from the event module
RestartAll, indicating that the restart operation for a child process is failed. In EventRe-
actor, such an event will be a reactor event, which must be published from within the
reactor Restart in Listing 18. To define such a reactor event, we need to extend the
specification and implementation of the reactor type RestartProcess. Listing 23
shows the evolved specification of this reactor type, which indicates that the reactor
eventfailed of the type RecoveryResult is published if the reactor fails to restart
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a child process. The event type RecoveryResult must also be defined in EventRe-
actor similarly to the other events types of interest. In short, it has an attribute named as
processName in its dynamic context, which specifies the name of the child process
that the reactor type aims to restart.

We also need to modify the event module RestartAll so that it publishes the
event failed as its output interface to it environment. Listing 24 shows the evolved
event module RestartAll.

1 reactortype RestartProcess {
2 reaction = RestartProcessClass;
3 events = { failed: RecoveryResult};
4 parameters = {processes : List};
5 }

Listing 23. The evolved specification of the reactor type RestartProcess

1 eventpackage ProcessManager{
2 selectors
3 ...
4 eventmodules
5 RestartAll := {e global failure} <−
6 ProcessManagerImpl(em global.processes) −> {failed: RecoveryResult};
7 }

Listing 24. The evolved specification of a process manager

After these preparations, we can modularly extend the implementation of the re-
active part of our example to coordinate the global and local recovery. Listing 25
defines the event module Coordinator for this matter. Here, lines 3–4 select the
event failed that is published by the event module RestartAll. Line 5 selects the
event module UIProcess. Lines 7 defines the event module Coordinator, speci-
fies e failure as its input interface, and the reactor chain CoordinatorImpl as
its implementation. The argument ’UserInterface’ of the reactor chain indicates
the name of the child process of interest, and the argument em ui represents the child
process.

1 eventpackage Coordination{ selectors
2 e failure = {E | isEventWithName (E, ’failed’),
3 isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.RestartAll’), isPublishedBy(E, EM)};
4 em ui = {EM | isEventModuleWithName (EM, ’∗.UIProcess’)};
5 eventmodules
6 Coordinator := {e failure}<− CoordinatorImpl (’UserInterface’, em ui)−>{ };
7 }

Listing 25. The specification of a complex architectural constraint

Listing 26 defines CoordinatorImpl, which receives the name of the child pro-
cess of interest and a reference to the event module representing it as its parameters.
In the body of the reactor chain, we reuse the reactor type RestartProcess to
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define the reactor restart. This reactor processes only those events whose attribute
processName is equal to failedProcess. In the body of the reactor, the param-
eter process is assigned to the parameter processes of the reactor. At runtime,
if the event module RestartAll publishes the event failed for the child process
UserInterface, the event module coordinator will be instantiated, and the reactor
chain CoordinatorImpl will restart the child process.

1 reactorchain CoordinatorImpl (failedProcess, process){
2 reactors
3 restart : RestartProcess = (event.processName ==failedProcess)
4 {reactor.processes = {process};}
5 }

Listing 26. The specification of the reactor chain CoordinatorImpl

7 Evaluation

The concepts introduced by Event Composition Model, which are implemented in the
EventReactor language, facilitate achieving reusability in the implementation of reac-
tive systems, in the following ways:

– Events: As we explain it in 8, the compiler of EventReactor automatically detects
a set of general-purpose events, such as method invocation and execution, and de-
fines them in EventReactor. As it is shown in the previous section, new event types
and events can be defined according to application demands. This feature helps to
overcome the problem of ”fixed join point model” that exists in the current AO
languages, as such facilitates defining process-related events without the need for
workaround helper methods.

– Event calls: Events can be published from programs implemented in different lan-
guages; for non-Java programs, Java-JNI [35] must be adopted to provide events to
the runtime environment of EventReactor. The specification of event modules and
reactor chains are independent of the implementation language of base program.
As we extensively studied in [10], this feature helps to increase the modularity of
implementations if the base program is implemented in multiple languages and/or
its implementation language changes in due time. As we have shown in [8, 36],
to some extent, they are also independent of the distribution of base program.
This increases the reusability of specifications if the distributation of base program
changes.

– Reactive parts: Abstractions over the non-reactive part and the reactive part of re-
active systems can be implemented and modularized as event modules. This facil-
itates localizing the changes within the corresponding event modules. For example
the evolution of the non-reactive part by introducing the child process UserInterface
could effectively be handled by introducing new modules UIProcess, LocalRU
and RestartUI in Listings 19 and 21.
• Selection of event calls: When new event types and events are defined, the

EventReactor compiler automatically generates Prolog expressions from the
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specifications of event types and events. As shown in Listing 13, the generated
expressions can be used in the event packages to select the events of interest.
If more complex queries to select events are needed, they can be expressed and
modularized via event modules. In [10], we show the possibility to adopt reg-
ular expressions to define the expected order of events. Since EventReactor is
extensible with new reactor types, it is possible to define and adopt domain-
specific languages to express complex queries. These features of EventReactor
help to tackle the problems with limited expression power of pointcut pred-
icates and workaround code, which are experienced in the current AO lan-
guages.

• Reactions to event calls: By means of reactor types, DSLs are supported to
program the implementation part of event modules; examples are the reactor
types RestartProcess and React in Listings 11. Since EventReactor is
open-ended with new DSLs, it can be reused for implementing reactive sys-
tems in various domains.
The separation of the interfaces of an event module from its implementa-
tion (i.e. reactor chains), and the modularization of the reactor chains facili-
tate reusing them for multiple event modules. Examples are the reactor chains
AppProcessImpl and RestartProcess, which are reused in Listing 19
and 26. The explicit interfaces of event modules facilitate localizing the cor-
responding changes to interfaces, without influencing the implementations; for
example in Listing 15, we could localize the changes in the interface of event
module GlobalRU to take the UserInterface process into account.

– Control calls: To reduce the coupling of reactive to the non-reactive part in mak-
ing control calls, EventReactor facilitates selecting necessary information to make
control calls, and enables programming event modules with this information. This
is shown, for example, in Listing 13, in which the necessary information about the
methods initMPCore and killMPCore is selected and is provided to the event
module MPCoreProcess as arguments.

– Architectural constraints: The event-based interface of event modules helps to
keep the event modules loosely-coupled from each other and from the non-reactive
part. The possibility to select the events that are published by event modules helps
to flexibly change the architecture of the reactive part. For example in Listing 25,
we extended the reactive part with the new module Coordinator, to manage the
interference among other event modules. The possibility to define the composition
constraints using the available keywords separately from the corresponding event
modules (see Listing 22), or modularizing complex constraints via event modules
(see Listing 25) increases the reusability of event modules for different architec-
tures, without the need for redefining them.

8 The Compiler of EventReactor

In [10], we explain the runtime behavior of EventReactor is processing events. In this
section, we briefly explain the compiler of EventReactor.

Figure 6 provides a global overview of the compiler of EventReactor. The major
functionality of this compiler is similar to the compiler of Compose* aspect-oriented
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Fig. 6. An overall view of the EventReactor compiler

language, which is explained in several articles [37, 38]; therefore, we avoid detailed
discussion. The modules of the compiler make use of a shared Repository to exchange
information among each other.

8.1 Input and Output of the Compiler

As shown at the top of the Figure 6, the compiler receives the specifications of Event
Types, Events, Reactor Types, Event Packages and Reactor Chains as its input. In addi-
tion, the compiler receives Program Code, which represents the base software publish-
ing programmer-defined events and/or the base software from which the list of standard
events must be extracted.

EventReactor is open-ended with new kinds of information that are needed for im-
plementing RE techniques. The input Misc. indicates the specification of such informa-
tion, and Misc. Generator represents a tool that generates Prolog facts and expressions
from the specifications and stores them in Repository. This tool is not part of standard
EventReactor compiler, and must be provided by programmers.

As its output, the compiler creates the runtime environment of the program and mod-
ifies Program Code such that it announces standard events to the runtime environment.
These are shown as Runtime Environment and Executable Program Code in Figure 6,
respectively.
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8.2 Parsing

The specifications are input to the module Parser, which performs the following tasks:

1. It checks that the specifications are syntactically correct.
2. It checks the correctness of cross references within the specifications.
3. From the specification of reactor types, it extracts and defines the specified reactor

types in Repository.
4. From the specification of event modules, it extracts and defines the specified output

events in Repository.
5. It generates Prolog facts and Prolog query expressions from the statically available

information in the specifications. These expressions facilitate selecting events and
auxiliary information based on the static and dynamic attributes that are defined for
them.

6. It stores data records representing these Prolog facts and query expressions and a
reference to the original specifications in Repository.

In addition to programmer-defined specifications, Parser receives the specification of
Standard Event Types which is provided by EventReactor itself, and generates Prolog
facts and query expressions from them and stores them in Repository.

The module Type Harvester is adopted from the Compose* compiler. This module
parses Program Code and converts it to a common internal representation to which Java,
.Net and C programs can be converted. Among others, this representation contains the
following information: a) the static structure of the program code in terms of the classes
defined in the program; b) the interfaces that are implemented by each class; c) the
methods and attributes defined in each class; and d) the methods that are invoked by the
classes.

For each method invocation in Program Code, Type Harvester defines two events of
the event type MethodBased; one representing the state change before the invocation,
and one representing the state change after the invocation. For each method defini-
tion, it creates two events of the event type MethodBased; one representing the state
change after the invocation and immediately before the execution of the method, and
one representing the state change after the execution of the method, which terminates
normally. Type Harvester specifies the code segments in Program Code from which the
events must be published. This information is provided as the specification of Standard
Events to the module Parser, which generates Prolog facts from them and stores them
in Repository.

8.3 Analysis

Although events occur at runtime, the data records stored in Repository facilitate per-
forming various static checks on the specifications. The following checks are performed
by the module Analyzer and the results are stored in Repository:

1. It evaluates the specified Prolog query expressions against the Prolog facts stored
in Repository, selects the data records that match the queries, and maintains a link
between the Prolog query expressions and the selected data records in Repository.
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2. It checks whether a selected data record refers to an event that is specified as the
input interface of multiple event modules. If it is so and the order in which the event
modules must process the event is not specified via the operator precede, it shows
a warning to programmers.

3. If the constraint ignore is specified for two event modules, say A and B, Analyzer
tags the reactors that are bound to A as conditional so that they ignore the events that
are published during the execution of the reactors bound to B. This modification is
stored in Repository.

8.4 Code Generation

The final step of the compilation is the generation of the executable program and the
runtime environment of EventReactor. If not disabled by the programmer, the compiler
generates code to publish the standard events to the runtime environment of Event-
Reactor. For this matter, Code Generator creates the modules Notifier as part of the
runtime environment of EventReactor, which inform the runtime environment of the
occurrence of the specified standard event. Code Generator retrieves the data records
corresponding to the specified standard events from Repository, and identifies the code
segments from which the standard events must be published. This information is pro-
vided as Weave Specification to the module Weaver, which also receives Program Code
as input and inserts invocations to Notifier in specified places in Program Code.

9 Conclusion and Future Work

We discussed the need to achieve reusability in the implementation of reactive systems,
and identified five reuse requirements. We evaluated a representative set of languages,
and identified that the implementation of reactive systems in these languages signifi-
cantly suffers from various reuse anomalies. As a result of this evaluation, we concluded
that reuse anomalies can be avoided if a language facilitates a) defining open-ended
kinds of event calls, b) publishing these event calls from various kinds of elements that
form the non-reactive part, c) defining various semantics for selecting event calls of in-
terest, d) defining desired reactive parts, e) defining open-ended kinds of control calls,
and f) defining various kinds of architectural constraints modularly.

We introduced Event Composition Model, whose concepts respect the above require-
ments. Event Composition Model considers events as the core concepts in implement-
ing reactive systems, and introduces a novel kind of module termed as event modules
to modularize the reactive part and/or abstractions over the non-reactive part. Event
modules communicate with each other and with the non-reactive part via events, which
helps to achieve loose coupling among the modules.

The EventReactor language can be compared to language-agnostic AO languages
since it can be integrated with different base languages through events. Since events
can be gathered from various places in the base program, event modules can be adopted
to modularly implement crosscutting concerns. Unlike current AO languages, EventRe-
actor is open-ended with new (domain-specific) event types and events, as well as DSLs
to express the functionality of event modules. These facilitate representing domain-
specific concerns in their DSL, without the need for designing an AO DSL from scratch.
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Composition of event modules with each other is a means to compose the concerns that
are implemented in different DSLs.

As future work, we would like to extend the EventReactor language with various
composition operators such as inheritance for event modules and selectors. We would
also like to adopt EventReactor for implementing other kinds reactive systems such as
self-energy-adaptive software systems [39]. Event Composition Model does not fix pos-
sible implementation of its concepts. For example, in the current implement of Event-
Reactor, reactors are composed with each other within a reactor chain in a sequential
manner. A language may also implement parallel composition of reactors. Likewise,
a language may support more complex predicate-based instantiation strategy of event
modules. As future work, we would like to extend EventReactor to support other alter-
native implementation of the concepts of Event Composition Model.

Acknowledgments. We acknowledge the support of Prof. Yonezawa in the develop-
ment of Composition Filters Model and the Compose* language. Event Composition
Model and the EventReactor language are the successors of the Composition Filters
Model and the Compose* language, respectively.
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